The Water Catcher
The quiet fisherman lived in a house on stilts, over a river, in a forest.
There was a small village of houses just like his. Usually, the river was full of fish and
life was easy. The villagers would salt and dry some of the fish to keep it so that they
did not go hungry when the fish had had enough of being eaten.
Then one day, the river stopped.
It happened quite quickly. In the morning, the river was flowing as it had always
done. Then the river grew slower and slower, and the water dropped lower and
lower. Lost toys that had been dropped from the houses started to show up on the
river banks, and the children argued over them.
By the middle of the afternoon, the only water left sat in a few puddles, full of fish
flapping and squirming over each other.
A meeting was held to decide what should be done. The villagers agreed that it was
quite impossible for the sea to have sucked all the water out of the river. So they
decided to send someone upstream to find out what had happened. The rest would
collect as many fish as they could to salt and dry, in case it took a while for the water
to come back.
They argued about who to send. Should it be the strongest, the fastest, the best
fighter? In the end, they sent the quiet fisherman, because this story is about him,
and because he had lived with his wife for many years, and no one had ever heard
them argue.
He set off up the bed of the river into the hills. There were so many stranded fish that
the birds and beasts of the forest and even the flies had eaten as much as they
could. The leftover fish stank in the sunshine.
He walked for many miles, and then made camp for the night. He did the same the
next day, and the next. And then he came to the place where the river had been
stopped. Right from one bank to the other was what looked to him like a single
smooth stone, but would look to you like a concrete dam.
On the other side of the dam, the river piled up on itself and spread out over the
fields on either side. Some people were walking around the dam, looking very
pleased with themselves. The quiet fisherman asked one, and then another, what
was going on. They just stared at him and shrugged their shoulders, until they were
able to find somebody that spoke his language.
“Isn’t it amazing!” the man said, beaming. He showed the fisherman how a lake of
water was building behind the dam. The water from the lake would flow into channels
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cut into the fields, and then the crops of farmers like him would grow better than
ever. All the people of the town would have plenty to eat, and more left over to sell.
“Nobody in our town will ever go hungry again!” he said.
“But you have stolen our water,” said the fisherman, and explained about his village
and that once the salted fish had run out, they would have nothing left to eat.
“What nonsense! We haven’t stolen the water, only caught it, the way you catch fish.
Anyway, you can come and live with us!” said the farmer. “I used to be a fisherman
too, but life here is much easier, especially now that we have water for our crops. I
would never want to go back to the life you live again.”
“What if the people of my village don’t want to be farmers?”
“That’s their problem. Surely you wouldn’t expect all of us to starve so that a few of
you can live miserably in your wooden huts on stilts, instead of here in stone houses
that are warm in the winter? I’ve never heard anything so selfish and stupid.”
The quiet fisherman turned and walked back towards his village, thinking as he
walked.
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